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INTRODUCTION 
The temperature rise during the normal excursions of a pulsed fast 
reactor is so rapid that longitudinal elastic vibrations are excited in 
(1 2 3) 
the fuel slugs ' ' • These vibrations are gradually dissipated between 
pulses by several mechanisms, the most important being: (1) transfer of 
vibrational energy from the fuel slug through areas of contact with the 
cladding and other components; (2) internal friction and other non-
adiabatic effects within the fuel. 
Provided the first of these mechanisms is operative, the damping will 
almost certainly be strong enough to remove the oscillations generated 
by each pulse before the arrival of the next. However, because of the 
long life of each fuel charge, the probability of minor deformations in 
the fuel elements is not negligible and it may happen that the areas of 
contact through which acoustic energy propagates out of the fuel slug 
may be temporarily lost. If this occurs, the damping of the oscillations 
created by the pulses may be considerably reduced, since it is now known 
(4) 
experimentally that the internal friction of some metallic fuels is 
very small. 
Thus, there arises a problem in which the vibrations stimulated in 
one of the fuel slugs by a certain pulse are still present when the next 
pulse arrives. The new burst of oscillations introduced by this pulse 
then interfere with the residual vibrations and, if the phase is appro-
priate, amplification occurs. When repeated over many hwidreds of pulses, 
the amplification may become so large as to constitute a danger to the 
fuel element. 
The following example can serve as an illustration of the above gene-
(5) 
ral discussion. In the SORA reactor , the fuel slug is seated in the 
base of the cladding which thereby carries its whole weight. In addition 
to this weight, a spring mechanism in the upper part of the cladding pro-
vides additional downward pressure to ensure that the slug always remains 
in its seating after the recoil following every pulse, The constraints 
thus existing at both ends of the slug provide a very efficient mechanism 
Manuscript received on June 10, 1968 
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for the removal of vibrational energy and the decay time of all oscil-
lations is expected to be adequately small. However, with the occurrence 
of small distortions in the fuel element, there is no guarantee that the 
spring mechanism will not fail and if this happens, repeated pulsing may 
shake the fuel slug free of the constraints at both ends, its weight 
being supported by a lateral "pinching" from the cladding. In such a 
case, the damping of the vibrations would depend almost entirely on the 
non adiabatic effects in the fuel which, as stated previously,, may not 
provide a conveniently low decay time. The oscillations would then be 
free to build up to levels where the stresses become very large and the 
main danger will be the possibility that the slug will fall back into 
its seat and transfer these stresses destructively to the cladding. 
In order to assess the likelihood of such dangers in advance, it is 
essential to develop a method of calculating the vibration amplitudes 
to be expected from regular pulsing when the damping is small. The pun-
pose of the present paper is to provide such a method. 
1. VIBRATIONS INDUCED BY A SINGLE STEP RISE IN TEMPERATURE 
(3) As has been shown previously , a uniform step rise in temperature 
produces a thermoelastic response in a long, straight, continuous fuel 
slug very close to that produced by the real temperature rise. Assuming 
that the ends of the slug are free (in conformity with the above des-
cribed accident condition) and that the damping is zero, the oscillory 
part of the axial displacement field, 's<x,t), generated by a sudden 
(1) 
temperature rise T (at t = 0) imposed on a stationary slug is given by 
oo n 
~(>t',t) =-0.!L T i 2 ~ (-l) 2 sin((2n+O 1fX] cos[(2n+1) net] rr L (2n+t> 2 L 2 L (1) 
n=O 
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where 0£ is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion of the fuel,L its 
half length and c the speed of longitudinal waves propagating along the 
slug. If Eis the Youngs modulus of the fuel and f its density, then 
c = ~El~ , The position x is measured relative to the mid-point of the 
slug, 
Equation (1) informs us that the disturbance generated by a sudden 
temperature rise consists of a superposition of an infinite number of 
standing waves. We see, however, that the fundamental mode (n = 0) is very 
dominant, accounting for a fraction 8/71' 2 (81%) of the total. 
If we now incorporate the energy dissipation due to internal friction 
and heat conduction into the theory by means of first order perturbation 
theory, we obtain, according to the appandix, the results 
(2) 
where 
t'n = (3) 
and 
W :(2n+1)7TC 
n 2L n = 0,1,2 •••• 
(4) 
are the basic resonance frequencies of the fuel slug. In these formulae, 
Fis a fundamental internal friction parameter (see appendix ) for the 
fuel,/(, its thermal conductivity and C it specific heat at constant p 
pressure. 
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Although not of great importance in the further development of the 
theory, it should be noted here that equations (1) and (2) neglect the 
dispersion occuring for wavelengths comparable with the diameter of the 
slug. In addition, the internal frictionF, while a constant for very 
small vibrations, may increase dramatically if the amplitude of oscilla-
tion exceeds even modest limits. The effect of heat conduction, described 
by the second term in the denominator of equation (3), is generally negli-
gible and can be ignored. 
From equation (2) it is easy to see that every wave mode present in 
the disturbance is damped independently of the others, while equations 
(3) and (4) reveal that this damping increases very rapidly with the mode 
number, n. The first harmonic (n = 1), for example, is damped nine times 
more rapidly than the fundamental mode (n = O); the second harmonic (n = 2) 
twenty five times more rapidly. Hence, the overall profile of the distur-
bance changes quickly with time and, for t>'G , only the fundamental 
mode remains. Particle displacements are then given by 
8 -t/'t' s( x, t) = - rr2 O(L T e sin kx cos wt , 
where the symbols T= ~ 
been used for brevity, 
't' t>-
9 
and k=~/c 
2. AMPLIFICATION OF VIBRATIONS DUE TO REPEATED PULSING 
(5) 
have 
Let us suppose that the temperature rise T, generated by a normal.power 
pulse, is repeated at regular intervals p. The effect of the first pulse 
has already been described above. Because of the small contribution and 
heavier damping of all the higher modes, only the fundamental mode will 
be considered. Thus, the oscillating component of the particle displace-
ment due to the first pulse will be given by 
where 
- 9 -
-V 5 = a e ,,; sin kx ecswt 
-, 
a --
lfC 
w=-
2L 
7r k=-
2L 
(4) 
The decay time T will be known from experimental data. 
(6) 
(7) 
After a time p, the second pulse will occur and a further burst of 
oscillations will be superimposed on (6). If taken alone, the displace-
ment field generated by this second burst would be 
0 for t < p 
I (8) ~ = 
2 
-(t-p)/r for t > p a e sin~ cosw(t-p) 
but the actual displacement field S 2 during the interval P< t < 2p is 
given by the.!!!!!. of (6) and (8): 
-( t - P) /'t" [ -P/T 
's2 = a e sin kx e cos wt + 
CoS W(t -p) J (9) 
This linear superposition procedure is the well known technique for des-
cribing interference. Its validity rests on the linearity of the wave equa-
tion. 
If we now write 
and tan cJ,2 = 
- 10 -
-P',: ~ = e r 
sinwp 
~ + coslvl) 
equation (9) becomes 
'};' II -( t - p V-e-
~. = vt a e sin kx cos(wt - c:p ) 
2 2 2 
(10) 
(11) 
from which we observe that interference causes an amplification ~ 2 and 
phase shift cp 2 
With the arrival of the third pulse at t = 2p a further burst of os-
cillations is generated. In isolation, this would give a displacement 
0 for t< 2p 
(12) 
-(t-2p)/-c-
a e 'I' sin kx cosw(t-2P) fort> 2p 
but the actual displacement s
3 
for 2p<( t<(' 3p results from the linear 
combination of (11) and (12): 
-(t-2p)/-c-. [ -P/,: ] 5
3 
= a e sin kX .A
2 
e cos(wt- cp2 >+cos w(t-2p) 
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i.e. 
e i1 -(t-2PVT >
3 
~ -v\.
3 
a e sin k x cos( wt - ct,3 ) 
where 
and 
-1 
tan [ 
~~cos<P2+cos2pw J 
~~sin~+ sin2PW 
are the new amplification and phase shift respectively. 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
It is very easy to see that repeated application of the above argument 
for all pulses leads to the following formula for the displacement field 
after the arrival of the (m+l) 1 th pulse (mp< t< (m+l)p): 
~ - -(t-mpv~ 
)m+l - -Am+l a e sin kx cos(wt - cpm+1 ) (16) 
where the amplification is governed by the recurrence relation 
A = 
m+1 (17) 
and the phase angle by 
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-1 [ ~~msin q:, + sin mwp] 
c/>. = tan m 
m+1 ~..Am cos <pm +cos mwp 
the initial conditions being 
~1=1} 
~ .=. 0 1 
(18) 
(19) 
Equation (17), (18) and (19) describe in detail the development of the 
amplitude of fuel slug oscillations due to the repeated pulsing of the 
re!'l,ctor. By solving these equations numerically it is possible to obtain 
the amplification occuring for any number of pulses. Such solutions are 
presented and discussed in a later section. Of more interest for the ope-
ration of a pulsed fast reactor is the final steady value v\ attained 
by the amplification after a large number of pulses. This value is given 
by the asymptotic solution of equations (17)-(19). 
3. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION: CUMULATIVE AMPLIFICATION 
From equations (17) and (18) it is easy to see that, when the ampli-
fication reaches its asymptotic value.A =.A , the phase angle 
m 
acquires the simple relation: 
cp = tj) + mwp 
m (20) 
where cp is a constant (depending on wp and €3 ) to be determined. Sub-
stitution of (20) into (17) leads to the result 
- 13 -
while substitution into (18) gives 
..i. ( 1) ta -1 t~Acosc:p+1)sln mwp+(f:3-Asinc:p)cos mwp] '+"+ m+ wp= n 
(~,A.cos~+1)cos mwp-{~J\.si n cp)sin mwp 
(22) 
Writing 
-1 [ ~~sin cp J 
'lfi = tan 
~~cosct>+1 
we get from (22) 
cp = "fl- wp 
and therefore 
tan ( c:p+wp) = 
~~sincp 
On expanding the tangent and solving for~ we obtain 
r.Jt = -( sin cp cot wp +cos cp ) (23) 
Equations (21) and (23) are a pair of simultaneous equations for~ 
and cp • The amplification~ can be eliminated by substituting (23) 
into (21), the result (after some manipulation) being 
+ sin cp 
sin cp cotwp+ coscp = - ~ . 
sinwp 
On combining this result with equation (23) we get 
sin et> 
~=+--
sinwp 
(24) 
(25) 
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where the upper negative sign (or lower positive sign) in (25) corres-
ponds to the upper positive sign (or lower negative sign) in (24). 
Although both sets of signs in these equations represent a formally 
valid solution of equations (21) and (23), only the upper signs are 
meaningful physically. This can be seen by rewriting (24) in the form 
coswp+ ~ 
cot <t> =- (26) 
sinwp 
2 
squaring (25) and using (26) to eliminate sin cp • We obtain 
1 
where again the order of the signs corresponds to that in (24) and (25). 
Examination of this result shows that the amplification has a sharp re-
sonance at W p = 2N7T for the upper sign (N = an integer) and at Wp = 
(2N+l)IT for the lower sign. Since it is quite clear that resonance will 
occur only if the pulsation period p is an exact multiple of the oscilla-
tion period 27f /{A), we conclude that the former case is the correct one 
and that the lower signs in the above equations are spurious. The correct 
asymptotic behaviour of the system due to the cumulative amplification of 
oscillations is therefore given by the equation 
= [ 1 ]~ 
sin2wp + ( cos wp-1?}2 
(27) 
Denoting the frequency of the fundamental longitudinal mode of the fuel 
slugs by f and recalling equation (10) for l3 , "1t can be written as 
.A= [---1 ---]~ 
sin2 2ITf P+ (cos2Trfp- e -r:Jj-r: / 
(28) 
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In figure 1, v4. is plotted as a function of the number of cycles fp 
in a pulsation period for several values of the damping P/-r • These 
values are specifically chosen to cover range expected in the SORA reac-
. PI < (4) tor, 1.e. 0.02< n: 0.2 • The assumed values of fp are com-
pletely unimportant since~ is a periodic function of this parameter 
1 1 
and it is only necessary to cover a complete cycle, i.e. N - 2 <f P< N +,. 2, 
where N is any integer. For the particular case of the SORA reactor, however, 
f p ~ 54 and one can imagine that N = 54 if one requires definiteness. 
Figure 1 reveals the extreme sharpness of the resonance at f p = N. The 
maximum is given by 
~ = 
rnax 
1 
-P,L 1- e :IT 
(29) 
which, for the values of ~T considered, is reasonably well given by the 
approximation 
't' 
p (30) 
In the same approximation, the half-width W is given by 
-13 p p 
W,;::t-- ~0·55-
rr r i- (31) 
It is interesting to note that the amplification is~ than unity for 
more than 60% of the fp range. The references to later figures on figure 1 
indicate the points where the detailed transient behaviour of the ampli-
fication has been evaluated and the figure numbers tell where a plot of 
these transients will be fotu1d. 
In figure 2, the variables have been interchanged and ,A. is plotted 
as a ftu1ction of o/'t' for various values of f p • Here, we see that, 
except very near to the resonance, the amplification is very insensitive 
to the damping. This proves that the phase of the oscillations is usually 
the determining factor, while the damping serves to limit the amplification 
only in the resonance region. 
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4. DETAILED SOLUTION: TRANSIENTS 
In order to solve equations (17)-(19) for the detailed growth of the 
amplification "4.rnwith the number of pulses m, a Fortran computer pro-
gramme AMPLOS has been written. This programme operates on the IBM 360/65 
machine and utilizes the CALCOMP routine for obtaining automatic plots of 
~m against m. It also evaluates the asymptotic amplification from equa-
tion (28). 
Figures 3-10 present a selection of calculated transients which cover 
the entire range of interest. Several values of fp (N, N!O,l, N:0.3 and 
N!0,5) were assumed but, for the damping '1'-r it was sufficient to treat 
only the two extreme cases ~t' = 0.02 and 0.2. 
Since the theory requires only the values of fp and '3f and never p 
and 't separately, figures 3-10 (as well as 1 and 2) are rather general. 
However, it is useful atthis pointto state that, for SORA, these parameters 
have the values: 
p = 0,02 sec, f ~ 2700 cps, sec (4) 
The abscissa measuring the pulse number m in each of figures 3-10 has been 
calibrated with time intervals corresponding to the 0.02 sec pulsation 
period of the SORA reactor. 
The detailed solutions for f p = N with ~ = 0.02 and 0.2 are shown 
in figures 3 and 4 respectively. Comparison reveals that, while the ampli-
fication v4,m takes about 200 pulses (4 sec for SORA) to reach its asymp-
tote when l?/'t' = 0.02 ( 't" = 1 sec for SORA), the case with 8-f= 0.2 
( 't' = 0.1 forSORA) requires only about 20 pulses (0.4 sec for SORA). Thus, 
it is clear that the time ~ required to accomplish steady oscillation 
with -v4, = ~ is directly proportional to 'i' , the approximate relation 
m 
being 
(32) 
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Detailed solutions for f p = N!O.l with ~ = 0.02 and 0.2 are given 
in figures 5 and 6 respectively. The time ~ required to reach equilibrium 
is again given by (32) although the approach to steady oscillation is now 
different. Instead of rising monotonically to the asymptotic level,"4, , 
the oscillations undergo beats. For the case ~ = 0.02, the amplitude 
of oscillation increases with the first four pulses but diminishes again 
with the 5th - 9th pulses. The 10th - 14th pulses bring increases in tA.rn, 
but the 15th - 19th bring decreases. Continuing in this way, ~rn approaches 
its asymptotic value of 1.63 via a series of fluctuations. The case for 
J;/t' = 0.2 is very similar. 
Figures 7 and 8 give the results for f p = N-:!:0.3 with ~ = 0.02 and 
0.2 respectively. Again, equation (32) for the time to equilibrium is satis-
fied and, again, beats in the oscillation amplitude occur. 
The detailed solutions for fp = N+0.5 with ~ = 0.02 and 0.2, shown 
in figures 9 and 10 respectively, reveal a very striking beats pattern. 
For example, in figure 9 the first pulse brings "4,rn almost to zero, the 
second returns it almost to unity, the third again renders it very small, 
the fourth again to near 1. Gradually, the fluctuations converge and after 
a time ~ (given by (32)) almost vanish. 
The transients depicted here are very severe in the sense that pulsing 
is assumed in the theory to begin abruptly at t = o. In the actual operation 
of a pulsed fast reactor, such sudden changes are most unlikely. During 
start-up, the pulses will begin very small and build up gradually until 
the desired energy yield (fuel temperature rise) is acllieved. Thus, the 
level of oscillation will be in asymptotic equilibrium with the imposed 
pulses and the largest oscillation amplitude present will occur in the 
fuel slug with the largest value of the asymptotic amplification \11, 
If unforseen circumstances do materialize, however, and the temperature 
rise T per pulse begins to rise faster than planned, the asymptotic ampli-
fication "'1- will still apply provided that T does not change appreciably 
during the time ~ , i.e. provided that 
1~< 
T dt 
1 
4"C 
(33) 
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APPENDIX 
Dissipation of Vibrations due to Internal Friction and Heat Conduction 
The instantaneous rate of energy dissipation per unit volume at any 
point within a solid disturbed by a wave is given by( 6 ) 
(Al) 
H 
where u is the strain tensor and T the temperature perturbation accom-
nm 
panying the wave, /(. is the thermal conductivity, T the undisturbed mean 
0 
temperature and ¥/_ and ~ the two viscosity constants of the solid (as-
sumed isotropic). In this formula and all what follows, we use the well 
known convention of tensor analysis that repeated indices imply summation, 
e.g. 
2 
u-i.lc = 
2 
The first term of equation (Al) gives the dissipation due to thermal 
conduction, the second that due to shearing friction and the third that 
due to the friction accompanying density changes. Since the disturbance 
(6) 
caused by a wave is nearly adiabatic, it is a very good approximation 
to take 
,.., 
T = LI·· jj 
where <:J.. is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, E the adiabatic 
Young 1s modulus, CP the specific heat at constant pressure, ~ the den-
sity and Y the adiabatic Poisson ratio of the solid. Inserting this ex-
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• I 
press ion into (Al) and averaging t over a cycle, we get for the average 
rate of dissipation the result 
(A2) 
where the square brackets denote time averages taken over a single cycle. 
In order to obtain the characteristic time for the damping of the wave 
we require not only the mean dissipation rate~ but also 'c , the mean 
energy per unit volume itself. This is given by 
(A3) 
where ( tii 2) denotes the average 
• ui taken over a single cycle. The 
of the square of the particle velocity 
negligible change in the amplitude of 
the wave during a cycle has been ignored in (A3). 
It is well known that the fall in time of the amplitude A of a wave is 
governed by an equation of the form 
-tV-r A =A e " 0 
(A4) 
or, since 
(A5) 
where 'C'a is the amplitude damping time, On combining (A2), (A3) and (A5) 
we get immediately the following formula for ~ 
(A6) 
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Let us now consider the axial displacement field 5 (x, t) provoked in 
a fuel slug by a sudden temperature rise. For very small times (before 
significant damping occurs) $ (x, t) is given by equation (1), This equa-
tion reveals that 5 consists of an infinite number of independent waves 
where 
and 
00 
g( x , t ) = L { gn ( X , t ) + IT n ( X , t ) } 
n:o 
s ( X, t) = .i a sin Wn( ~ + t) 
n 2 n 
Tf (X,t) = ..ia sin w(L-t) 2 n n c n 
) 7tC w ={2n+1 -
n 2L 
(A7) 
} (AS) 
(A9) 
Because of the dissipative processes, however, a 
n 
cannot be a constant but 
must gradually die away according to the equation 
0 -t/-r: 
a = a e n 
n n (AlO) 
0 
where, because of the need to reproduce equation (1) at t - O, a is given 
n 
by: 
0 
a :;; 
n 
n 
8 ()(LT (-1) 
rr 2 (2n+1)2 
The damping time 't'n of the n'th mode can be evaluated by using (A6). 
~ (6) The strain tensor wave >n(x,t) is given by 
(All) 
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Although (All) is not true for the high modes with wavelengths comparable 
to or less than the fuel slug diameter, the factthat such modes are unim-
portant makes the error allowable. Applying the previously mentioned rules 
for tensor manipulation we now obtain 
u .. =(1-2v) isn = anwn(1-2v)cosw (~ +t) 
jj oX 2 C n C 
Hence 
a w2 J2 
= i_ [ n n (1 -2v) 
2 2c (Al2) 
and 
2 
a w 2 
<(Vu .. >2)= ..!_ [ n n (1-2v)J ,.. :,j 2 2c2 (Al3) 
Hence 
(A14) 
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• For the particle velocity ui associated with 
• a w ~ = 5 = .lL.O cos wn ( K. + t ) 
X n 2 C ' 
and therefore 
,e we have >n 
rv u2 
X 
(Al5) 
Substituting (Al2), (Al3), (Al4) and (Al5) into equation (A6), rearranging 
2 
and recalling that c = E/e , we see that the damping time t'n of the n'th 
mode is given by 
(Al6) 
where the friction term Fis given in terms of the viscosities by 
(Al7) 
Naturally, execution of the above analysis in terms of the forward moving 
wave Tt gives the same result. 
n 
Collecting together the above results, we arrive at equations (2), (3) 
and (4) of section 1. 
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